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The number of annual S.H.O.U.T. lectures given at Colby as a feature of the student-organized program of events focused on multiculturalism. This year’s keynote lecture was given March 1 by writer Janet Mock, author of *Redefining Realness*, and producer of the HBO documentary *The Trans List*. Mock brings issues of gender, race, class, and equity to the forefront. Past lecturers have included activist Angela Davis, activist and actor George Takei, *Vagina Monologues* author Eve Ensler, and Pulitzer-Prize winning author Juno Diaz.
The increase in the size of the fitness center in the new Colby athletic complex, thanks to a $10 million gift from philanthropists Sheri and Joe Boulos ’68. The gift will name the Boulos Family Fitness Center in the new complex, which will open in 2020. The Bouloses’ generous support of the College has been marked by support of the existing Boulos Family Fitness Center as well as the Harold Alfond Stadium and the Colby College Museum of Art. They have contributed significantly to financial aid at Colby, funding a program that replaced student loans with grants in financial aid packages of Maine students, which was later extended to all Colby students. Joe Boulos is a life trustee and former chair of the Board of Trustees. “Joe has been the leader for Colby who everyone loves to follow,” said President David A. Greene. “He is smart, dedicated, strategic, and totally selfless. He and Sheri have never wanted anything but to see Colby thrive.” (Architect’s rendering)